


– "Which Bedding Do Pillbugs Prefer?# 
is a narrower focus. 





•  Must be testable 
–  Does it show Cause & Effect? 

•  If__________... then________... 
• (If Pillbugs prefer natural humus, then 

they will stay there at least 80% of the 
time during experimentation) 

–  It is objective? 
–  Is it CLEAR? 





•  Define the Experimental Group(s) 
–  plastic, wood chips, sand 

•  Define the Control Group 
–  Chamber with natural humus bedding 



•  USE A CONTROL GROUP 
– or comparative sets of data 

– For behavioral studies,          
compare with known                                   
behavior in the wild 

•  For Engineering projects,              
explain the benefits of            
your design 



•  Determine the Experimental 
Constants 
•  Variables NOT altered during the 

experiment 

– Moisture level,   temperature, 
food,      lack of 
predation  

temperature, 
    lack of 

Choose and                                  
Sketch the                                      
set-up 



•  Determine the number of trials or 
groups needed for validity 
– 10 pillbugs/chamber 
– 15 thirty-second trials 

•  Determine how the results will be 
quantified 
– # of pillbugs/                                

chamber/30 sec 



•  Write the Materials and Methods 
– Don t number steps; use paragraph form 
– Make them everything clear & repeatable 

•  Use diagrams or a flow chart 



•  Take samples 
randomly 

•  Make sure  there 
is a way to show 
patterns/trends in 
the data 



•  State the problem  

•  Include a rationale and justification 

•  List references you have found  

•  If using vertebrates, justify their use      
and explain the humane manner    
in which they will be treated.  



•  State general materials &            
methods  

•  Include the length of time       the 
study will run 

•  Estimate costs 

•  Explain any safety procedures              
you need to follow 



•  Indicate where the study will take place 

–  Will any special facilities will be   
 necessary? 

–  Have you received permission? 

–  State any supervision requirements 

–  How are you getting there? 

•  State any expected results 





•  First page: your name, address, phone  
 number, and the name of your advisor 
–  Problem statement and a brief summary  

•  All other entries start with the date, location, 
 time, special conditions of the activity.  You 
 should record all of the following activities: 
•  Conference with advisor 
•  Telephone calls 
•   Research 
•  Thoughts about your project 
•  Descriptions of any setup and changes in design 
•  Data taken while performing the study 
•  Label all drawings/diagrams 





•  Common Statistics 

–   Mean (Average) 

– % Error 

–   Standard Dev 

–   Chi Square 

–   T-tests 

– Any statistical tests appropriate 
to your grade level 



•  Summarize data, show trends 

•  DON!T make broad statements from small 
samples 

•  Come to a conclusion: does the data 
validate your hypothesis?  Do you see 
trends or lack of patterns? 



•  If there is time… 
—  Improve on the design 
—  Re-test 



•  Team members should work closely 

•  Use proper                                            
format 

•  Include                                               
graphics 

•  Make                                                 
deadlines 

proper                                            

Include                                               

Make                                                 




